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In Over Our Heads

1994

since the seventeenth century liberal thinkers have been interested in the
rights of individuals and their capacities to engage as free equals in the
political activity of their community however as many in the republican
tradition have noted the maintenance of certain types of communities
predicated on broadly shared ethical expectations modes of communication and
patterns of activity is a precondition of the meaningful exercise of
citizenship rights this volume presents essays from many of the major names
in the field exploring citizenship from a fresh perspective after two decades
of strident individualism in the light of claims that the liberal democratic
state is under threat of collapse from the forces of globalization and in the
midst of a theoretical debate about the possible and desirable limits of
individual autonomy they argue that it is high time to go beyond the standard
concern of what can be ascribed to citizens we must ask what should be
demanded of them in the name of the protection of liberty equality and
stability

Demands of Citizenship

2004-12-30

bringing a vast amount of material to a western audience for the first time
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this book provides a detailed systematic micro level analysis of the
historical development of the chinese banking industry analyzing the key
issues in the development of the bank of china in the period 1905 to 1949

The Chinese Banking Industry

2007-08-18

this book examines the new ways of working and their impact on employees well
being and performance it concentrates on job demands and flexible work
emanating from current economic and organizational change and assesses impact
on workers health and performance the development of issues such as
globalization rapid technological advances new management practices
organizational changes and new job skills are addressed this book gives an
overview and discusses the potential negative and positive effects of such
new job demands and new forms of work

The Social Welfare Forum

1891

world bank discussion paper no 354 promoting a high savings rate is high on
the world bank s agenda for promoting national income growth this study
surveys broad saving trends worldwide summarizes current knowledge about
savings and consumption identifies main unresolved issues and outlines the
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major policy questions to be researched the paper include case studies from
sub saharan africa china colombia india mexico and pakistan

Job Demands in a Changing World of Work

2017-03-31

this book examines the everyday living conditions experienced and also shaped
by young people in europe contributors reflect on the current context of
economic social and political change affecting youth in the critical
transition from dependence to independence the volume provides the reader
with a multi dimensional and interdisciplinary view of youth cultures drawn
from a variety of recent research throughout the continent

The Demand for Oil Products in Developing Countries

1997-01-01

divided into four sections history historiography political theory and
context and reception the oxford handbook of thucydides provides a
comprehensive introduction to thucydides ideas and their ancient influence it
bridges traditionally divided disciplines and offers both solid explanation
and innovative approaches
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Maintaining Health and Energy for the Demands of
Modern Life

1936

this is a new release of the original 1939 edition

Youth in Contemporary Europe

2010-06-10

in this book daniel hamermesh provides the first comprehensive picture of the
disparate field of labor demand the author reviews both the static and
dynamic theories of labor demand and provides evaluative summaries of the
available empirical research in these two subject areas moreover he uses both
theory and evidence to establish a generalized framework for analyzing the
impact of policies such as minimum wages payroll taxes job security measures
unemployment insurance and others covering every aspect of labor demand this
book uses material from a wide range of countries

The Oxford Handbook of Thucydides

2017
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this is the logical conclusion of the comfort messages it follows the comfort
trilogy and details how we got to the soul crushing conditions that
predominate in retail pharmacy in the 21st century in this work i will give a
history of pharmacy from my view of having worked in drug stores pharmacies
for 54 years in 1957 i took my first drug store job i was a stock boy in
august of 1964 i became registered in ohio i have done nothing else i have
observed the progression of the job of working in a pharmacy as it evolved
through three phases i will call them the historical era the modern era and
the dark era seeing how we got to where we are will help us to move on i will
conclude this book by outlining reasonable and uncomplicated demands that
will benefit both the institutionalized pharmacist and the institution that
suffers right along with us a happy pharmacist is a more productive employee
and that means more profits

Maintaining Health and Energy for the Demands of
Modern Life

2013-10

this book presents a comprehensive overview of three key areas heterodox
macroeconomics development economics and classical political economy it
offers an alternative macroeconomic framework to analyse policies with an
emphasis on issues of equity and justice with contributions by leading
economists from across the world it examines the growth and distribution of
income trade and finance in developing countries classical political economy
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and marxist theory dualism in the us economy economic crisis and agrarian
economy in poor countries it explores themes such as the effect of an
exogenous shock to wage share harrodian instability and steindlian solutions
economics and politics of social democracy the role of power in the
macroeconomy economic development through the promotion of domestic value
chains and reflections on primitive accumulation going beyond the neo
classical tradition the volume opens up a new vista of economics by
discussing unexplored questions it provides a refreshing treatment of time
tested ideas as well as discussions of recent developments and current
research a major intervention in heterodox macroeconomics and a tribute to
macroeconomist amit bhaduri this book will be useful to scholars and
researchers of economics political economy development studies sociology
political science public administration economic theory economic history
economic geography and critical studies as well as professionals economists
and policymakers

Labor Demand

2021-01-12

this volume examines the role of textiles within the expanding global economy
in the age of european exploration major themes include the opening of new
markets and responses to competition in the cloth trade evolving techniques
and modes of production and changes in the patterns of consumption of local
and imported cloth in a comparative cross cultural context
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The Works of Orestes A. Brownson: Explanations and
index

1887

in the post world war ii period students rebelled against the archaic
university in student led movements they fought for the new kinds of public
the university needed to serve women minorities immigrants indigenous people
and more with a success that had a profound impact on the intellectual
landscape of the twentieth century because of their efforts ethnic studies
women s studies and american studies were born and minority communities have
become more visible and important to academic debate less than fifty years
since this pivotal shift in the academy however the university is fighting
back in we demand roderick a ferguson shows how the university particularly
the public university is moving away from the people in all their diversity
as more resources are put toward stem education humanities and
interdisciplinary programs are being cut and shuttered this has had a
devastating effect on the pursuit of knowledge and on interdisciplinary
programs born from the hard work and effort of an earlier generation this is
not only a reactionary move against the social advances since the 60s and 70s
but part of the larger threat of anti intellectualism in the united states
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A Comfort Demands OCCUPY PHARMACY

2011-12-15

this book presents an end to end architecture for demand based data stream
gathering processing and transmission the internet of things iot consists of
billions of devices which form a cloud of network connected sensor nodes
these sensor nodes supply a vast number of data streams with massive amounts
of sensor data real time sensor data enables diverse applications including
traffic aware navigation machine monitoring and home automation current
stream processing pipelines are demand oblivious which means that they gather
transmit and process as much data as possible in contrast a demand based
processing pipeline uses requirement specifications of data consumers such as
failure tolerances and latency limitations to save resources our solution
unifies the way applications express their data demands i e their
requirements with respect to their input streams this unification allows for
multiplexing the data demands of all concurrently running applications on
sensor nodes we schedule sensor reads based on the data demands of all
applications which saves up to 87 in sensor reads and data transfers in our
experiments with real world sensor data our demand based control layer
optimizes the data acquisition from thousands of sensors we introduce time
coherence as a fundamental data characteristic time coherence is the delay
between the first and the last sensor read that contribute values to a tuple
a large scale parameter exploration shows that our solution scales to large
numbers of sensors and operates reliably under varying latency and coherence
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constraints on stream analysis systems we tackle the problem of efficient
window aggregation we contribute a general aggregation technique which adapts
to four key workload characteristics stream dis order aggregation types
window types and window measures our experiments show that our solution
outperforms alternative solutions by an order of magnitude in throughput
which prevents expensive system scale out we further derive data demands from
visualization needs of applications and make these data demands available to
streaming systems such as apache flink this enables streaming systems to pre
process data with respect to changing visualization needs experiments show
that our solution reliably prevents overloads when data rates increase

World Supply and Demand Prospects for Oilseeds and
Oilseed Products in 1980

1961

this background paper to the state of food security and nutrition in the
world 2023 analyses a key element of agrifood systems transformation the
change of patterns in food supply and demand several studies have discussed
this topic but the current one takes an innovative perspective of analysis
considering these changes with a spatial perspective using the urban rural
catchment areas urca approach to analyse changes in food expenditure across
the rural urban continuum using living standards measurement studies lsms of
11 african countries the analysis is preceded by a literature review of
agrifood value chains transformation stages drivers and current situation
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focused in low and middle income countries lmics and is followed by a macro
review of food supply around the world and a macro meso review of the supply
of wheat and rice in two african countries the conclusions shows that most
food is purchased in all households across the rural urban continuum even in
rural areas breaking with the myth of rural subsistence farming in africa in
addition the results show a diffusion of the consumption of processed foods
including in a lesser extent highly processed foods all across the rural
urban continuum and not only in rural areas from a food supply perspective
the low global availability of foods that are part of a healthy diet as
fruits vegetables and legumes nuts and seeds calls for increasing efforts for
producing more nutritious foods in all countries of the world

House documents

1896

this book theoretically and empirically investigates the emergence of strong
money demand in wartime japan 1937 1945 its disappearance after the end of
the war 1945 1949 and the reemergence of strong money demand in contemporary
japan from 1995 to the present in terms of the effects on fiscal activities
and the price level an augmented fiscal monetary theory of the price level is
constructed from a close examination of the strong money demand present in
these periods then profoundly puzzling phenomena such as mild deflation
despite monetary expansion low long term interest rates despite fiscal
unsustainability and weak aggregate demand despite near zero rates of
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interest all of which are actually being observed in contemporary japan can
now be interpreted in line with the above augmented theory in the present
strong money demand at near zero rates endows the japanese government with
maximum fiscal flexibility however if it disappeared for some reason prices
would surge to the quantity theory of money level and fiscal sustainability
would have to be restored in the future alternative currency units issued by
private banks might carry out a purge of such strong demand for the yen

Conflict, Demand and Economic Development

2020-11-26

this is the most comprehensive textbook available on the money demand
function and its role in modern macroeconomics the book takes a microeconomic
and aggregation theoretic approach to the topic and presents empirical
evidence using state of the art econometric methodology while recognizing the
existence of unsolved problems and the need for further developments the new
edition is fully revised and includes new chapters

The Demand and Price Structure for Food Fats and
Oils

1953
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the structure and regulation of consumption and demand has recently become of
great interest to sociologists and economists alike and at the same time
there is growing interest in trying to understand the patterns and drivers of
technological innovation this book newly available in paperback brings
together a range of sociologists and economists to study the role of demand
and consumption in the innovative process the book starts with a broad
conceptual overview of ways that the sociological and economics literatures
address issues of innovation demand and consumption it goes on to offer
different approaches to the economics of demand and innovation through an
evolutionary framework before reviewing how consumption fits into
evolutionary models of economic development food consumption is then looked
at as an example of innovation by demand including an examination of the
dynamic nature of socially constituted consumption routines the book includes
a number of illuminating case studies including an analysis of how black
americans use consumption to express collective identity and a number of
demand innovation relationships within matrices or chains of producers and
users or other actors including service industries such as security and the
environmental performance of companies the involvement of consumers in
innovation is looked at including an analysis of how consumer needs may be
incorporated in the design of high tech products the final chapter argues for
the need to build an economic sociology of demand that goes from micro
individual through to macro structural features this book is relevant to
united nations sustainable development goal 9 industry innovation and
infrastructure
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Textiles: Production, Trade and Demand

2016-12-05

unsettles contemporary art s unspoken hierarchies and topples modernist and
postmodernist assumptions about originality authenticity and authorship caa
reviews in a metropolis in south china lies dafen an urban village that
houses thousands of workers who paint van goghs da vincis warhols and other
western masterpieces for the world market producing an astonishing five
million paintings a year winnie wong infiltrated this world first
investigating the work of conceptual artists then working as a dealer
apprenticing as a painter surveying wholesalers and retailers in europe east
asia and north america establishing relationships with local leaders and
organizing a conceptual art exhibition for the shanghai world expo the result
is van gogh on demand a fascinating book about a little known aspect of the
global art world one that sheds surprising light on the workings of art
artists and individual genius wong describes an art world in which migrant
workers propaganda makers dealers and international artists make up a global
supply chain of art she examines how berlin based conceptual artist christian
jankowski who collaborated with dafen s painters to reimagine the dafen art
museum unwittingly appropriated the work of a hong kong based photographer
michael wolf she recounts how liu ding a beijing based conceptual artist
asked dafen assembly line painters to perform at the guangzhou triennial
styling himself into a dafen boss through such cases wong shows how dafen s
painters force us to reexamine our preconceptions about the role of chinese
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workers in redefining global art a fantastically detailed exploration of a
topic which touches the heart of many of the issues surrounding china s
economic rise south china morning post

Balancing the Demand Equation

2011-09

growth distribution and effective demand presents original essays on a
variety of topics in theoretical and applied economics the book honors the
work of edward j nell and develops interconnected themes that run through the
modern post keynesian tradition the first part deals with the fundamental
idea that economic growth is demand driven with special attention to policy
ramifications the second theme concerns the connection between economic
growth and the structural characteristics of a market economy these issues
are closely linked to a critical tradition that calls into question key
elements in orthodox economics the final part of the book aims to buttress
non orthodox approaches to growth and distribution by critiquing particular
aspects of the conventional theory by elaborating neglected themes in non
orthodox theory or by exploring some overlooked methodological ideas

We Demand

2017-08-22
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first published in 1987 this volume reviews and assesses the literature on
the impact of the economic forces on the rate and direction of technical
change areas covered include the economic of invention and innovation the
evolution of thought and of empirical tests of induced innovation the
evolution of thought and of the empirical tests of induced innovation the
role of demand and supply in the diffusion of technical change specific
attention is given to an emerging body of literature that attempts to
integrate the process of invention diffusion and reinvention the review
indicates that substantial progress has been made in modeling the process of
technical change as endogenous to the economic system and in testing the
induced innovation hypothesis against historical experience the book
concludes by drawing implications for research and economic development
policy and will provide graduate students and professional in economics
agricultural economics development studies and geography and technology
forecasting with a sound review of the literature of technical change

Demand-based Data Stream Gathering, Processing, and
Transmission

2021-04-28

this book reviews and assesses the impact of economic forces on the rate and
direction of technical change
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Guiding Principles of Activity

1958

this introduction to the philosophy of jean luc nancy gives an overview of
his philosophical thought to date and situates it within the broader context
of contemporary french and european thinking the book examines nancy s
philosophy in relation to five specific areas his account of subjectivity his
understanding of space and spatiality his thinking about the body and
embodiment his political thought and his contribution to contemporary
aesthetics in each case it shows the way in which nancy develops or moves
beyond some of the key concerns associated with phenomenology post
structuralism and what could broadly be termed the post modern

Analysis of food demand and supply across the
rural–urban continuum for selected countries in
Africa

2023-12-15

first published in 1971 demand and supply is an introduction to the economics
of resource allocation often known as micro economics ralph turvey examines
how the economy really works and does not just give the economists textbook
version which oversimplifies technology and exaggerates the importance of
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prices in adjusting supply and demand instead of offering theoretical
diagrams and imaginary examples he refrains from expounding those ideas that
cannot be simply demonstrated or applied but he includes sections on retail
margins urban land values and the value of time topics rarely dealt with in
beginner s books some examples of the examples are university teachers pay
cotton spinning costs pricing of tin cans demand for farm tractors newspaper
economics competition in the bus industry this is the kind of economics used
in practice and rests on down to earth fact finding this book will be useful
for both general readers and a level and first year university students

Strong Money Demand in Financing War and Peace

2021-06-17

vols 4 24 include communications of the international federation of library
associations ifla fiab

The Demand for Money

2007-06-08

this book provides an introduction to forecasting methods for renewable
energy sources integrated with existing grid it consists of two sections the
first one is on the generation side forecasting methods while the second
section deals with the different ways of load forecasting it broadly includes
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artificial intelligence machine learning hybrid techniques and other state of
the art techniques for renewable energy and load predictions the book
reflects the state of the art in distributed generation system and future
microgrids and covers theory algorithms simulations and case studies it
offers invaluable insights through this valuable resource to students and
researchers working in the fields of renewable energy integration of
renewable energy with existing grid and electrical distribution network

Innovation by Demand

2002

i wish professor rao and his collaborators every success in ensuring that
future generations of students do not have to put up with logically
incoherent foundations to their understanding of modern economic systems g c
harcourt jesus college cambridge there is now an increasing realisation that
the popular textbook macroeconomic model of aggregate demand and supply is
logically incorrect while there is a broad agreement among the critiques on
these logical flaws there has been no such agreement on how the basic
textbook macromodel should be modified the essays in this volume contain very
promising alternative models which will significantly influence the way
macroeconomics will be taught in the future
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Van Gogh on Demand

2014-03-24

this highly original thought provoking book written by a pioneer of
communication studies is the first to analyze the post 9 11 world in terms of
global media and popular culture written in an engaging and candid manner by
a leading expert in this field argues that cross cultural understanding can
only be achieved by harnessing the power of global media popular culture
information technology and personal communications technologies examines the
global trend of using film video music and tv on demand as the framework
through which we experience all cultural activity draws inspiration from the
work of a range of theorists from charles darwin to anthony giddens candidly
interrogates the very latest developments in world affairs especially the
roles of fundamentalist religious ideology media globalization and
individualism whose complex relationships have yet to be explained by social
scientists

Growth, Distribution and Effective Demand

2019-06-21

business consultants everywhere preach the benefits of innovation and promise
to help businesses reap them a trendy industry this type of consulting
generates courses workshops books and conferences that all claim to hold the
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secrets of success but what promises does the notion of innovation entail
what is it about the ideology and practice of business innovation that has
made these firms so successful at selling their services to everyone from
small start ups to fortune 500 companies and most important what does
business innovation actually mean for work and our economy today in
creativity on demand cultural anthropologist eitan wilf seeks to answer these
questions by returning to the fundamental and pervasive expectation of
continual innovation wilf focuses a keen eye on how our obsession with
ceaseless innovation stems from the long standing value of acceleration in
capitalist society based on ethnographic work with innovation consultants in
the united states he reveals among other surprises how routine the culture of
innovation actually is procedures and strategies are repeated in a formulaic
way and imagination is harnessed as a new professional ethos not always to
generate genuinely new thinking but to produce predictable signs of continual
change a masterful look at the contradictions of our capitalist age
creativity on demand is a model for the anthropological study of our cultures
of work

Epdm 2000: Supply and Demand Into the Next Decade

2000
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Role Of Demand And Supply In T

2022-10-30

The Role of Demand and Supply in the Generation and
Diffusion of Technical Change

2014-05-01

The Fragmentary Demand

2006

Demand and Supply

2022-04-29
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Energy Supply and Demand Balances and Financing
Requirements in Non-OPEC Developing Nations

1979

The Evolution of Modern Demand Theory

1972

Libri

1973

Prediction Techniques for Renewable Energy
Generation and Load Demand Forecasting

2023-01-20
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Aggregate Demand and Supply

2016-07-27

Culture-on-Demand

2008-04-30

Creativity on Demand

2019-02-04
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